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Introduction to the Guide
Jerome Workman, Jr.

T

his is the fourth in a series of Spectroscopy Terminology
Guides in as many years. The overall response to these
guides has been extremely enthusiastic because they have
proven to be useful for instruction, for reference, and for
additional study. Previous terminology guides in the series
have included such topics as Molecular Spectroscopy (2019),
Raman Spectroscopy (2020), and Infrared Spectroscopy (2021).
This guide focuses on the terms related to the analytical
methods and components involved in constructing instrumentation for both molecular and atomic spectroscopy. The
Spectroscopy Instrument Components Terminology Guide
presented here, in a digital only format, is a comprehensive
set of definitions for topics of interest to those seeking a
look “under the hood” of their instruments or for gaining
additional insight into the various components that make up
a modern analytical spectroscopy instrument. Such detailed
information about the components found within instruments
and sampling systems can be useful for improved application and performance of analytical instruments for research
or routine analysis.
This terminology guide includes definitions for more than
300+ spectroscopy components and related terms in sufficient detail to provide readers with a reasonable understanding of the concepts covered (1–7). In addition to using this
guide, spectroscopists may also wish to know the definitions
given by various organizations for many spectroscopic and
component terms; for these, one may refer to The American
Chemical Society (ACS) Style Guide, the American Society
for Testing and Materials (ASTM) terminology guides, United
States Pharmacopeia (USP) documents, or the International
Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) guidance
documents. In addition there are many component suppliers that post online technical details and tutorials about their
product offerings and technology developments.
In this terminology guide we have elected not to try to cover
every possible component used for construction of spectroscopic instrumentation. Instead, we have chosen to include
major terms that may be encountered in everyday spectroscopy instrument component questions. Terms are included
for components relating to operation and construction for
both molecular and atomic spectroscopy instrumentation,
and include component terminology for ultraviolet (UV), visible (vis), near-infrared (NIR), infrared (IR), Raman (R), terahertz
(THz), ICP-MS, ICP-AES or ICP-OES, XRF, EDX, TXRF, and LIBS
methods. Subject matter includes spectrophotometer sources
and lasers, LEDs (diodes), broadband-light sources, infraredlight sources, emission lamps, plasma emission sources, X-ray
sources, and other special sources. Detectors are covered, including X-ray and mass detectors, charge-coupled devices
(CCDs), near-infrared, infrared, Raman, visible detectors, and
www.spectroscopyonline.com

ultraviolet detectors. Spectrophotometer optics include
infrared optics, Raman and near-infrared optics, ultraviolet
optics, visible optics, CCD specifications, monochromators,
interferometers, diode arrays, digital light processing (DLP)
spectrographs, microscopes, and hyperspectral imaging
(HSI) systems. Optical filters listed are high-pass, low-pass,
interference, AOTF, tilting, broadband, narrowband, neutral
density, custom, and so forth. Listed here are the special
components used in atomic spectroscopy instrumentation,
including details on sources, plasma torches, detectors, hyphenated technique interfaces, and relevant concepts and
methods. Also included is the topic of instrument electronics,
including printed circuit board (PCB) design and manufacturing, instrument design services, instrument manufacturing—and instrument testing services, most notably, electrical
safety testing, electromagnetic compatibility (EMC), and electromagnetic interference (EMI) testing. Lastly, we cover firmware and software aspects of instrumentation—this includes
instrument driver and control firmware, instrument function
driver software; as well as data transfer and user interface
and data analysis software. This glossary should be helpful to
both novice and advanced spectroscopists, serving as a reference guide and educational resource for analytical scientists
interested in more details about the components within their
spectroscopy instruments.
A
Achromat (lens): a lens designed to limit the effects of chromatic and spherical aberration. The corrections are made for
two wavelengths.
Acousto-optical tunable filter (AOTF): A bandpass filter, also
known as a Bragg cell, that uses sound waves to electronically change the bandpass and angle of transmitted energy
through the device. The device uses acoustic diffraction of
light with a broadband detector if the filter is rotated, or with
an array detector if no rotation of the AOTF optical element
occurs. This device is generally made using a tellurium dioxide
(TeO2) crystal in combination with a piezoelectric detector. A
radio frequency pulse is applied to the device, which changes
the index of refraction within the crystal and therefore its light
diffraction or transmittance characteristics. A change in radio
frequency causes a change in the transmitted wavelengths
and the exit angle of the diffracted light. Spectral ranges for
AOTF can be useful within the infrared region from 4000 cm-1
to 2272 cm-1 with a typical spectral resolution of 0.5% of the
transmitted wavelength.
Active detector: A photon detection system requiring electronic power that will detect photons at various frequencies and
Februar y 2022
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create a change in an electronic signal based on the photon or
electromagnetic energy flux striking the active detection element. An infrared detector is a device that will detect infrared
energy, such as thermal detectors (bolometers), thermocouples, or Golay cells, or solid-state detectors. Infrared detection
materials include indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs), mercury
cadmium telluride (MCT, HgCdTe), indium antimonide (InSb),
indium arsenide (InAs), lead sulfide (PbS), lead selenide (PbSe),
and germanium (Ge), deuterated triglycine sulphate (DTGS),
deuterated lanthanum α alanine doped triglycine sulphate
(DLaTGS), and lithium tantalate (LiTaO3).
Analog: A term used to describe or represent continuously
variable physical quantities. Analog data has continuity as
contrasted to digital data, which is in discrete reporting states.
Analog signals are continuously variable quantities that contain
information resolution dependent only upon the magnitude of
the signal.

dization (BA) is the apodization function applied to Fouriertransform interferogram spectra that maximizes both peak
height and resolution (band halfwidth) as compared to other
apodization functions. BA is the apodization function most
often used for gas-phase infrared spectrophotometry; it is
a square waveform apodization function, in contrast to a
triangular or Happ-Genzel (smoothed triangular function)
apodization function.
Array detector: A photoelectric detector that includes multiple,
evenly spaced lines or rectangles of detectors (or pixels), each
of which may independently detect a broad wavenumber (wavelength) range of energy. These detectors may be flat or curved to
accommodate a multiwavelength beam of diffracted light. They
may be a linear array or a rectangular array utilizing infrared detectors where different pixels form a mosaic or pixel map capable
of collecting and reporting two-dimensional (2D) images. The 2D
images are accumulated to form a hyperspectral image of 3- (3D)
or 4-dimensions (4D).

Anode: See X-ray tube.
Apodization or apodization function: A filtering function used
to remove the "ripple" effect on either side of spectral peaks
or bands following the application of the Fourier transform
to an interferogram. These ripples are minimized by applying a function to spectral data to produce smaller ripples
and slightly broadened peak widths. Note that boxcar apo-

Atline: A term used to describe instrumentation that chemically
quantifies or qualifies materials in near real-time (as they are produced) near a production line. Generally a sample aliquot is taken
from the production line and moved to an analysis station for manual sample presentation to a nearby instrument.
Attenuated total reflection (reflectance) (ATR): This technique
uses multiple “bounces” of energy off a sample surface with
evanescent waves interacting with the front surface of the
sample. An ATR element as an internal reflection element
(IRE) is configured as vertical ATR (traditional), horizontal ATR,
and cylindrical ATR (such as the circle and tunnel cells). ATR
is suitable for studying continuous surfaces, such as sheets
or small blocks of compliant materials. The horizontal accessories are ideal for liquids and pastes (trough versions) as
well as soft powders and sheet films (flat plate versions). If a
powder or film is to be analyzed with a horizontal ATR, pressure must be applied. The accessories are normally supplied
with an optical pressure applicator for this purpose–often
equipped with a micrometer gauge to provide for reproducible setting of the applied pressure. The cylindrical ATR
accessories are normally limited to mobile liquids. In ATR
measurements there is physical contact of the ATR crystal
with the sample surface. ATR crystal materials include diamond (Di), germanium (Ge), silicon (Si), and zinc selenide
(ZnSe). ATR measurements can yield excellent quality spectra
provided that the contact pressures of the ATR crystal and
the sample are held constant. By applying an ATR correction
algorithm, ATR spectra may be compared qualitatively with
transmission spectra.
B
Backscattering: the reflection of light waves back to the direction from which they came. In Raman measuring setups
it refers to a geometry where signal collection is performed
at a 180° angle relative to the incident laser direction.

6 TERMINOLOGY GUIDE
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Bandpass filter: A filter that is designed to provide transmission
for a particular band of infrared frequencies, but to attenuate (reduce) transmission of infrared frequencies above and below the
specified transmission band. Specifications include a halfwidth
or full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of the transmission band,
the transmission peak position, and the attenuation transmission
specifications with respect to frequency or wavelength.
Bandwidth: This term refers to the full width at half-maximum
(fwhm), the line width, or the spectral resolution, of a spectrophotometer. It also refers to the range of frequencies (wavelengths)
over which a particular instrument is designed to function within
specified performance limits. Also it refers to the limits or extreme difference between the specified frequencies of a measured spectral range (that is, high versus low frequencies over a
spectral range).
Beamsplitter: An optical element that is coated in such a way
that approximately 50% of the energy striking the element is
reflected and 50% is transmitted; these optical elements are
often referred to as half-mirrors. A Michelson interferometer
comprises a beamsplitter, which is an active optical element,
along with one fixed and one moving mirror. Dual-beam instruments exhibiting simultaneous sample and reference beams
also use a beamsplitter to separate the beams used to measure
ratioed spectra into two beams, referred to as the sample and
reference beams, respectively.
BEC: For ICP-MS and ICP-AES related analytical methods, the
background equivalent concentration (BEC) is the concentration
value of the blank solution measured on the instrument. BEC is
computed by measuring the signal (counts/s) for the blank and estimating the reported concentration based on the calibration curve.
BEC concentration units are typically ppt, ppm, or µg/L. The limit
of detection (LOD) is usually calculated as 3 standard deviations
of the BEC.
Beer’s law (Beer-Lambert law): A linearization algorithm to convert transmission or reflection spectra to absorbance. The transmission or reflection spectral responses are not linear with concentration, whereas the logarithmic absorbance conversion is assumed
linear with changes in analyte concentration. It is strictly defined
for transmission or transmittance spectroscopy. Beer’s law relates
the amount of electromagnetic radiation that passes through a
sample to the composition of that sample. For the case of a single
absorbing species, it is often written as follows:
A = alc = εlc

Beryllium (Be) window: A high purity, low artifact beryllium
foil used for window and sample holding applications for
X-ray analysis. It is opaque to visible light and transparent to X-rays, is chemically resistant, has high strength, is
able to operate at a wide temperature range, and has low
electrical resistivity.
Bias: This term here is also known as data bias, defined as the
average difference between a set of instrumental analyses and
the corresponding set of laboratory reference values; or a set of
samples measured using a comparison instrument or analytical
method. More generally, it is the average difference between
two sets of measurements on the same sample or samples. There
is also electronic bias or bias offset, which is not addressed here.
Boxcar apodization: The apodization function applied to Fourier-transformed interferogram spectra that maximizes both
peak height and resolution (band halfwidth) as compared to

Superior gratings
for better spectra
Our VPH gratings are unsurpassed for
low light applications like Raman, NIR &
fluorescence, delivering high efficiency &
low polarization sensitivity – all in a robust,
field-tested package. From 300-2500 nm,
we’ll help you get more from your next
spectrometer design. Contact us today!

[1]

Where A = measured absorbance = - log10 (I/Io); I = intensity
of radiation through the measuring system in the presence
of the sample; Io = intensity of radiation through the measuring system in the absence of the sample; α = ε = the absorptivity of the sample at the wavelength of measurement
in units of L/mole cm; an intrinsic property of the molecular
species (also known as the extinction coefficient in physics);
www.spectroscopyonline.com

l = the pathlength through the sample in cm; and c = the
concentration of the sample for a single absorbing species
in units of mole/L . If all the physical parameters (particularly the pathlength) are kept constant, then the measured
absorbance in absorbance units (AU) or (A) is directly proportional to the concentration (as weight per unit volume) of
the analyte species of interest. This principle is the basis of
absorption-based spectroscopic quantitative analysis.

+1 435-752-4301 | info@wasatchphotonics.com
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other apodization functions. It is the
apodization function most often used
for gas-phase infrared spectrophotometry. It is a square waveform apodization function, in contrast to a triangular
or Happ-Genzel (smoothed triangular
function) apodization function.
Brewster angle: When a light beam at a
specific wavelength passes through one
medium (for example, air) and reflects or
interacts with another medium (for example, glass, plastics, or other dielectric
materials), the angle where the p-polarized light does not reflect (that is, the ppolarization light reflection equals 0) is
termed the Brewster angle. It is also the
angle that constitutes perfect or 100% of
the light transmitted through the dielectric medium. Note the Brewster’s Angle
for an air-glass interface is 56 degrees.
Broadband-light source: An electromagnetic energy generating supply to provide
the emission source used for the measurement in an optical spectrophotometer
system. Such a source emits over a broad
range of frequencies. When using a spectrometer or spectrophotometer, the broadband source is the origin of the light that
interacts with the sample to be analyzed.
See also Emission lamps.
C
Calibration: Most often defined as determining the response of an analytical
method to known amounts of pure or
reference analyte. Instrument calibration refers to measuring and aligning the
x- (wavenumber) and y-axis (amplitude
or intensity) measurements of a spectrophotometer with respect to a reference
material of standard and known optical
response characteristics, such as in wavenumber or photometric accuracy calibration standards. Product calibration is the
process of computing an equation or
model to fit reference laboratory analyte
values to instrument readings for product calibrations. In spectroscopy, product calibrations are usually performed
by linear or nonlinear multiple regression
techniques. Such calibrations are able to
predict analyte concentrations or physical properties of a sample based upon a
spectral measurement.
8 TERMINOLOGY GUIDE
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Cathode: See X-ray tube.
Centerburst: An interferogram has a
centerburst, also referred to as the zeropath-difference (ZPD) location. When the
optical path distance of the fixed and moving mirrors are identical with respect to the
beamsplitter within the interferometer, the
interferogram is at maximum interference;
this mirror configuration is referred to as the
centerburst position.
Chalcogenide: These materials contain
a Group XVI element from the periodic
table. The main use in spectroscopy is for
infrared-range transmitting optics such
as fiber optics and optical lens elements.
Chalcogenide fibers contain chalcogenide glass, consisting of sulfur (S), selenium
(Se), and tellurium (Te) and such elements
as antimony, arsenic, and germanium to
form crosslinking for greater glass stability. Chalcogenide glass fibers transmit over the spectral range of 1 to 12
µm or 1000 to 12,000 nm (10,000 to 833
cm-1). They are chemically and thermally
stable and relatively flexible. The most
common infrared optical materials in the
chalcogenide category include cadmium
sulfide (CdS), cadmium selenide (CdSe),
cadmium telluride (CdTe, formerly marketed as IRTRAN-6), Cleartran (water clear
zinc sulfide), zinc selenide (ZnSe, formerly
marketed as IRTRAN-4), and zinc sulfide
(ZnS, formerly marketed as IRTRAN-2).
Charge couple device (CCD): a type of
light detector mostly used in applications
where low light levels are to be measured.
See Array detector.
Circular dichroism: For an optically active
molecule, left or right circularly polarized
energy will produce different absorption
spectra. The circular dichroism spectrum
for optically active molecules changes with
the wavenumber of the incident energy.
The technique is used to determine the
molecular structures of certain types of bioorganic molecules, such as DNA or nucleic
acids, and for secondary structure estimation of proteins. It is often performed using
the ultraviolet or infrared spectral regions.
Confocal optics: The term is defined as
two optical elements with an identical

focal length or focus, such as a pair of
matched spherical mirrors with a distance
equal to their respective radii of curvature,
a set of pinholes with the same foci, or a
pair of matched lenses with the identical
foci. For confocal microscope optics, the
sample and the condenser optics are at
the same focus. Greater resolution is possible when confocal pinhole apertures are
used as in confocal microscopy; this technique is also useful for three-dimensional
structure rendition.
Control software: This is software that
may reside on a standard computer that is
specifically written to control motors, shutters, mirrors, valves, sampling systems, and
other mechanical devices that operate and
control instrument functions.
Counts: The measured raw signal used in
photon detection electronics relating to
the analog-to-digital (A/D) converter signal.
Most modern photodetectors use a 16-bit
A/D electronics converter corresponding
to a maximum signal count of 216 = 65,536
counts for full-scale detection, having a full
range of 0 counts to 65,536 counts. Optical detection instruments are adjusted
such that a typical or expected signal falls
within this count response range. Intensity
response in counts for sample (I) and reference (I0) measurements is converted to
absorbance using Beer’s law.
Cuvette (also cuvet): is a transparent receptacle in which sample solutions are
introduced into the light path of spectrometers. Usually, the two sides are equal
(for example, 1-cm square) while the third
dimension (height) is elongated, possibly
as high as 15 cm. For UV work, the window
material is generally low-OH quartz. For
visible spectroscopy, some polymers are
used, such as polystyrene (PS) or polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). The z-dimension
is the distance from the bottom of the cuvette holder to the center of the transmission beam of the spectrophotometer. PS
or PMMA are not used for Raman since
such polymers are perfect Raman scatters
and will lead to huge Raman background
signals. Perfect materials for Raman are
calcium fluoride (CaF2), and quartz glass.
See Window for additional information of
materials used for various sample holders.
www.spectroscopyonline.com

Czerny-Turner: common design of a
monochromator. In this design, the
light from a broad-band energy source
passes through an entrance slit; the slit
being placed at the effective focus of a
curved mirror. The light passing through
the slit is reflected from the mirror as a
collimated beam onto a grating or prism
(light dispersing element), where the diffracted light is collected by another mirror. This second mirror focuses the light
onto an exit slit and then onto a broadband detector. A scanning measurement
is made by rotating the grating or prism
causing different wavelengths of light to
be projected through the exit slit onto
the detector.
D
Dark current: signal levels reported
by the photon detector when no light
(energy) is actually reaching it. The
measured signal is usually due to free
electrons generated in the detector by
thermal energy, and the dark current is
the common source of noise when there
is low signal.
Dark field: an illumination method used in
microscopy which excludes the direct (unscattered) light from the image. It is usually
done by illuminating the sample at a large
angle relative to the observation angle.
Data analysis software: This is specialized instrument software that stores, manipulates, and processes data to record and
analyze the data output of the instrument,
in order to track and report the desired analytical results. This software often includes
instrument monitoring, statistical and chemometric functions, as well as data storage
and retrieval capabilities.
Detection limit (DL): The DL or limit of
detection (LOD) is the lowest analyte concentration that can be distinguished from
the measurement of a blank sample with a
confidence level of 99%; so at this analyte
concentration there is a probability of 1% of
assigning a false analyte signal to a blank
sample, so the false positive error (α) is 1%.
Note that this concentration also indicates
a 50% chance of assigning an analyte signal
to a random noise spike, so the false negative error (β) is 50%. See Limit of detection.
www.spectroscopyonline.com

Detector: A device sensitive to electromagnetic radiation at the wavelength region of interest. The output of the device
is usually an electrical signal proportional
to the intensity of the electromagnetic
energy input. The detector generally produces an analog signal proportional to the
radiation striking the detector element.
This analog signal is converted into a digital signal by means of an analog-to-digital
(A/D) converter and amplifier circuit. See
also passive detector and active detector.
For example, the most common Raman
detectors are photomultiplier tubes (PMT),
charge couple devices (CCD), or photodiode array detectors (PDA).
Detector sensitivity ranges: Table I shows
detector sensitivity ranges for detectors
used for ultraviolet (UV) and visible (vis)
spectroscopy. Please also see the separate entry for Infrared detectors, which
includes information for both infrared (IR)
and near-infrared (NIR) detectors (listed in
alphabetical order).
Digital: Refers to the behavior of certain
devices (such as computers) that can only
be in one of a finite number of discrete
states. Computers can only be in the digit

states associated with the output of the
various electronic components exhibiting voltage levels corresponding to the 0
state or the 1 state. Each such solid-state
device contains the information for one
binary digit. See also bit.
Digital light processing (DLP): A digital
light processing device is a microelectromechanical system (MEMS) device also
known as a digital micromirror device
(DMD). This stationary fixture consists of
many thousands or millions of micromirrors used in a DLP spectrophotometer.
The micromirrors move in series to capture the diffracted light from a fixed diffraction grating onto a set of collimation
optics guided to a detector to create a
full spectrum in microseconds. The solidstate DLP spectrometer yields fast, highresolution spectroscopy, particularly for
the visible and near-infrared regions. This
optical configuration is quite temperature
sensitive and requires temperature control, high tolerance optics, and precise
alignment of optical components.
Diode array: A silicon diode-array detector (DAD), also known as a photodiode
array (PDA) detector, consists of a care-

TABLE I: UV-vis detectors
Spectral
Range (nm)

UV-vis Detector Sensitivity Ranges
Silicon (Si)

300–1100

Silicon
photodiode detectors

190–1100

Photomultiplier tube (PMT), S1 type photocathode

300–1200

Photomultiplier tube, cesium gallium arsenide (CsGaAs) photocathode

300–930

Photomultiplier tube, cesium antimonide (CsSb) photocathode

250–750

Photomultiplier tube, multialkali (Na-K-Sb-Cs) photocathode

300–930

Photomultiplier tube, cesium iodide (CsI) photocathode

200–900

Photomultiplier tube, cesium gallium arsenide (CsGaAs) photocathode

300–930

Photomultiplier tube, cesium indium gallium arsenide (CsInGaAs) photocathode

300–1000

Silicon (Si) charge-coupled device (CCD)

200–1100

Indium gallium
arsenide (InGaAs) CCD

800–1700

Ultraviolet range

190–360

Visible range

360–780

Februar y 2022
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fully spaced and aligned linear array of
silicon photodiodes that can simultaneously measure all wavelengths in its
range at one time, depending on the
wavelengths of light that are dispersed
upon it. The linear array of detector diodes most commonly consists of 512
or 1024 diodes. Diode-array detectors may exhibit spectral wavelength
ranges for the ultraviolet-visible-NIR
(UV-vis-NIR) region (190 to 800 nm)
to the far visible-NIR region (600 to
1100 nm). Controlling the dispersion
of light and the control electronics allows the reporting of a single wavelength or wavelength region or the full
spectrum. Diode arrays can be fast in
data collection and also capture experimental conditions identically for
each wavelength.
Double (dual) beam: This term is applied to the simultaneous measurement of optical data from both a sample beam and a stable reference beam.
Although the optical radiation used to
obtain the measurements may share
part or all of the optical path, there
must be a separation either in space
or in time between the two measurements; thus two beams of optical radiation must be used. One beam is
used as a reference and the other as
a sample measurement. The ratio of
the sample to the reference beams,
respectively, provides the I/Io spectral
measurement for use in absorbance =
- log10 (I/Io) computations.
Double-sided interferogram: An interferogram has a “center-burst,” also
referred to as the zero-path-difference
(ZPD) location. When the path of the
fixed mirror and the moving mirror
are at identical distances within the
interferometer, the interferogram is
at maximum interference. The centerburst may be placed anywhere along
the recorded data for the interferogram.
When it is placed in the center of the
interferogram it is termed a doublesided interferogram (also known as a
symmetric interferogram). When the
center-burst is placed to one side of
the interferogram it is referred to as an
asymmetric inteferogram.
10 TERMINOLOGY GUIDE
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E
Electrical safety testing: Electrical
safety testing is conducted to test and
evaluate any potential risks of electrical
shocks to consumers of electronic products. This electrical safety testing often
includes the following: high voltage
test, leakage current test, insulation resistance test, ground continuity test, arc
flash risk assessment, and proper safety
labeling assessment.
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
testing: This is a series of tests that
determine if an electronic device is
able to operate with proper functionality in its typical (or intended) electromagnetic operating environment.
This testing involves two main parts:
testing how a device will respond
to the type and strength of external
electromagnetic interference, which
is termed immunity (or susceptibility)
testing; and measuring the amount of
EMI generated by the internal electronics of the device, which is termed
emissions testing.
Electromagnetic interference (EMI)
testing: This is a series of tests that determine if external electromagnetic interference impacts the proper functioning of an electronic device; in addition,
testing is completed to determine the
amount of EMI that an electronic device
emits that might affect other devices in
the environment (such as cell phones,
motors, computers, pacemakers, and
so forth).
Electromagnetic spectrum: The continuum of frequencies that contains
elec tromagnetic radiation. Instruments measure the intensit y of radiation within a defined range of the
spec trum, and usually present the
results of their measurements as a
set of values of some function or the
measured intensity at (usually) evenly
spaced inter vals within the range.
T he energ y t hroug hou t the elec tromagnetic spectrum ranges from
gamma radiation (most energetic
a nd hig he s t f re q ue nc y) to r ad io
waves (least energetic and lowest
frequency). The spectrum region is

expressed in terms of wavelength,
w a v e n u m b e r, f r e q u e n c y, o r e n ergy. See also unit conversions for
photon energy.
Emission source: Emission sources for
standard spectrophotometers include
carbon arc lamp, DC arc lamp, DC
deuterium lamp, glass tungsten halogen, Globar, helium-neon laser (He:Ne),
mercury lamp, Nernst glower, pulsed
xenon arc lamp, and quartz tungsten
halogen lamp.
Energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence
(EDXRF): In EDXRF or energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS), the detector determines the energy of the fluorescent
photon from the sample. A spectrum
is reported as energy (in keV) on the xaxis, with a range of 0–30 keV, vs. counts/
second on the y-axis. Working resolution (fwhm) is approximately 150 eV.
See also Wavelength dispersive X-ray
fluorescence spectrometry (WDXRF).
Etendue: The etendue is the relative
throughput advantage for an optical
system. It is calculated as the product
of the potential illuminated surface area
times the solid angle of the optical system. It is an indicator of the relative efficiency of an optical system.
Extinction coefficient (ɛ): A physics term
sometimes substituted for absorptivity.
This term mathematically defines how
strongly a substance absorbs light at a particular frequency, per unit of concentration.
F
F# (F-Number): characteristic of an optical system. It is the ratio of the optical
system focal length to the diameter of
the entrance pupil. It directly relates
to the light gathering and the depth of
field properties of the optical system.
Far infrared (far-IR): The spectral region
representing molecular vibration from
400 cm-1 to 10 cm-1, or 2.5 x 10 4 nm to
1.0 x 10 6 nm. Note: the terahertz (THz)
or submillimeter radiation region is
generally defined as the 100 to 10 cm-1
region, corresponding to 100,000 to
1,000,000 nm, or 0.1 to 1 mm).
www.spectroscopyonline.com

Filter (optical): A device used to attenuate particular wavelengths or frequencies of light while passing others with relatively little change. There is electronic filtering (digital signal
processing [DSP]), and physical optical filters. Optical filters
include interference filters with narrow or broadpass bandwidths as well as filters that pass high-range wavelengths (high
pass) or pass low-range wavelengths (low pass). There are also
special filters, such as linear variable filters (LVFs), which pass
specific bandwidths of energy simultaneously. Another optical filter type is multivariate optical element (MOE) regression
filters, which are special filters that resemble the regression
b vector (amplitude over a wavelength region) resulting from
a multivariate calibration and thus capable of producing the
estimated prediction value of an analyte constituent from an
optical signal.
Filter spectrophotometer: A spectrophotometer that uses optical filters to isolate narrow bands of the spectrum, rather than
an interferometer or grating-based optical system.
Filter transform: A mathematical operation that converts
data collected with a monochromator-based instrument
to mimic the corresponding data that would have been
collected from an instrument containing interference filters, taking into account the differences in characteristics between the two types of devices. It is also a term
used for filtering out electronic noise using firmware or
software algorithms.
Firmware: This is special semi-permanent computer code (it
can be edited and upgraded) that is stored on printed circuit
board (PCB) memory chips as read-only memory (ROM, EPROM,
EEPROM, and Flash memory), that performs low-level operation
for an instrument hardware signal and control functions. Firmware writing generally requires a highly specialized engineering
language and skill-set.
Fixed filter: A spectrophotometer characteristic where narrowband interference filters are mounted on a rotating turret. The turret is rotated so as to align the different filters between the incident
radiation and the sample. Thus, this instrument design produces
a different wavelength light of incidence on the sample for each
change in rotation of the turret.
Fluorescence: Photons with excitation energies will excite fluorescence in a lower energy region. Fluorescence is an electronic transition of an atom from a ground state to the excited state with the
emission of a photon to return to the ground state. After the atom
in a molecule is excited, it relaxes (Stokes shift) to the ground state
while emitting a photon within a femtosecond (10−15 s) to picosecond (10−12 s) timeframe. The Stokes shift indicates a lower energy of
the fluorescence photons than the energy of the excitation photons.
The fluorescence typically has a lifetime (or duration) of nanoseconds
(10−9 s) per transition. A fluorescence spectrophotometer normally
has an excitation beam that defines the excitation energy, and an
emission detector that provides a full spectrum of the fluorescence
www.spectroscopyonline.com

emission. For infrared fluorescence, a visible light beam will create
a fluorescence emission of infrared radiation.
Fourier transform: Performing a Fourier transform (FT) is
the central process in changing an interferogram into a
spectrum. However, to achieve a usable spectrum, a process called apodization must be completed prior to the FT
function. And another operation called phase correction
must be completed after the FT. (This three step process is
sometimes called a complex Fourier transform.) The result
is a single beam spectrum. One single beam background
(reference) spectrum is measured with purged dry air and
a second spectrum is measured with the sample. Dividing
the individual data points of the second single beam spectrum (sample) by the corresponding data points of first single
beam spectrum (generally called a background spectrum)
gives the transmittance spectrum. The results are viewed
as a plot of transmittance versus wavenumber or converted
to absorbance using Beer’s law transform. A Fourier series
describes a periodic function as an infinite sum of sine and
cosine terms whose frequencies are multiples of some fundamental vibration. The transform allows the analysis of nonperiodic functions representing an integral (also a summation) over a continuous range of frequencies as shown in the
following equation.

F(ω) =

1
2�

∫

+∞

G(t)e–iωtdt

+∞

[2]

In spectroscopy, the function G(t) is the interferogram produced by the system, and F(ω) is the single beam spectrum.
The t in the term G(t) relates to time and frequency. The
Fourier transform F(ω), a function of frequency, is related
to G(t), a function of time, as is shown in the above equation. In FT IR, t is really the position of the moving mirror
from the ZPD (center burst) position. An interferogram is
Fourier transformed numerically using the Cooley-Tukey algorithm. There are many software programs in a variety of
computer languages to accomplish this. In summary, to create a final infrared spectrum, the interferogram measurements are taken with no sample present (background) and
when sample is present (sample). The two interferograms
are converted to single beam spectra using the FFT, with
apodization and phase correction. The single beam spectra
are ratioed as sample divided by background to construct
the transmittance spectrum. This may be expressed as percent transmittance (from 0 to 100%) or transmittance as (0.0
to 1.0). The transmittance spectrum is converted to absorbance using A = -log10T or A = log10 (1/T) as the conversion
from T to A. See also Interferometer.
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR): A means of measuring the
electromagnetic spectrum using an interferometer; the desired
spectrum is then obtained by performing a Fourier transform on
the resulting interferometric data. Other common Fourier transform spectral measurements include Fourier transform nearinfrared (FT-NIR) and Fourier transform ultraviolet (FT-UV).
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Fourth-order data: Consists of hyperspectral data cubes with the added
time sequence dimension. Thus a
fourth-order spectrum includes amplitude at multiple frequencies, along
with X-axis and Y-axis spatial data, and
these measurements taken at different
time stamps.
Frequency: Frequency, designated as ν
(Greek: nu) is the frequency of light, also
known as Hertz (Hz) or the number of
vibrations per second, in units of s-1. It
is defined by the following expression:

v=

c� n–1
λ

[3]

Where ν (nu) is the frequency of light, n
is the refractive index of the medium
the light is passing through (for example, the refractive index of air is 1.0003),
λ (lambda) is the wavelength of light in
units of cm, and c is the velocity of light
in a vacuum (or 2.9979 × 1010 cm/s).
fwhm: full width at half maximum. Often
used as a spectral line characteristic. It is
the width of the spectrum line measured
between two points which are half the
maximum intensity.
G
Globar: See Infrared sources.
Graphical user interface (GUI): A term invented by Xerox in Palo Alto, California
(USA) in the early 1970s that refers to a
software interface between the user and
the operational software code. Today
it may involve touch-screen icons and
graphics that are easy to activate and
understand or even voice or mental control of a graphical system interface.
Grating: A reflective surface covered
with evenly spaced, microscopic grooves;
whose purpose is to separate individual
wavelengths from a broadband energy
source striking the grating surface. The
design of the distance between grooves
and the angle of the groove faces is determined by the wavelengths to be separated. The grating (except for diode arrays) is rotated at a set angle and speed
and the desired wavelength is diffracted
through an exit slit onto the sample and
12 TERMINOLOGY GUIDE
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detector (or detectors). The grating is
used to disperse light of various wavelengths and diffraction orders from its
surface. It disperses zero order as specular reflected light, and first, second, and
higher orders as diffracted light. When
the diffracted light interacts in a phonon
effect it decreases the energy dispersed
from the surface, resulting in a phenomenon termed Wood's anomalies (see this
term for more information).
Grating spectrophotometer: A spectrometer that uses a diffraction grating for the dispersion of light energy of
various wavelengths, used for a grating
monochromator-type instrument design. Most infrared spectrophotometers
are based on an interferometer spectroscopy engine rather than a grating
system. Earlier infrared instruments
were generally dispersive grating-based
monochromators prior to the Fourier
transform Michelson interferometer
instrument designs.
H
Highpass filter: As an optical filter, this is
a dielectric composite filter that enables
energy above a certain cut-on wavelength or frequency to pass at nearly
100% transmission, whereas energy at
wavelengths or frequencies below the
cut-on wavelength will not pass or is
nearly 0% transmissive. The specifications are given with an expected tolerance and a transmission spectrum of the
filter is generally supplied. This is not to
be confused with an electronic filter that
passes signals with a frequency higher
than a certain cutoff frequency.
Holographic grating: A grating made
by using a holographic process where a
photoresist is placed on an optical surface such as a glass blank. A series of interference fringes corresponding to the
grooves of the desired grating model
are recorded on this photosensitive
layer by projecting a hologram of light
and dark lines. Subsequent chemical
treatments are used to erode either the
exposed or unexposed photoresist material (there are different types of treatments such as positive and negative
photoresist processes) on the surface to

produce a physically grooved diffraction
grating of specified groove shapes and
number of lines per millimeter.
Hyper skimmer cone (for ICP-MS interface): A nickel, copper or platinum,
cone-shaped device (funnel) on the
mass (ion) detector side of the ICP-MS
system used in some ICP-MS designs
that focuses (reduces ion dispersion) of
the analyte ion beam into the mass detector. With this third cone design, the
order of cones from the ICP plasma ion
transport route, from the plasma to the
mass detector, would be the sampler
cone, skimmer cone, and then hyper
skimmer cone, respectively.
Hyperspectral imaging (HSI): The collection of multiple spectra into a three- or
four-dimensional data hypercube consisting of wavenumber (wavelength) as
the first dimension, amplitude (as the
second dimension), X- and Y- spatial
position (as the third dimension), and
time sequence (as the fourth dimension). For example, a moving sample
may be measured by having a fixed
linear array sensor (measuring wavelength and signal amplitude) with the
third dimension being the sample
measured over a specific spatial area
(X- and Y-dimensional space. In this
case, the data cube is constructed by
moving the sensor over a stationary
surface to gather a set of spectra for
each line area of the surface. Array detection is often involved in generating
hyperspectral images; either by means
of linear arrays or by using rectangular
arrays. For clarification, see also Thirdorder data or Fourth-order data terms.
I
ICP plasma torch: The torch assembly
consists of a nebulizer, spray chamber,
ICP argon plasma torch (hot zone at
temperatures of ~5,500 to 6,500 K),
and RF field with RF generator—for
ICP-MS, ICP-AES or ICP-OES, the
plasma torch is used to ionize a sample
matrix for introduction into a mass detector or AES-OES spectrometer.
Imaging spectrometer: the same basic
instrument as a typical spectrometer
www.spectroscopyonline.com

TABLE II: Infrared detectors
Spectral
Range
(nm)

Spectral
Range
(cm -1)

ND2CD2COOD)3·D2SO4

1550–50,000

6450 to 200

Indium
antimonide

InSb

500–6000

20,000–1667

Indium arsenide

InAs

1000–3,800

10,000–2632

Indium gallium arsenide

InGaAs

650–2700

15,385–3704

Lead selenide

PbSe

1000–4800

10,000–2083

PbS

600–2700

16,667–3704

Lithium tantalate

LiTaO3

2000–20,000

5000–500

Lithium tantalite (extended)

LiTaO3

600–50,000

16,667–200

Mercury cadmium
telluride (MCT)

HgCdTe

1000–24,000

10,000–417

Quantum well
infrared
photodetectors

(QWIPs)

3000–20,000

3333–500

Detector Name
Deuterated triglycine
sulphate (DTGS)

Molecular Formula

Lead(II) sulfide

with specialized optic s added to
be able to project spectral images
across a linear array or two-dimensional array detec tor system, with
extra care taken to avoid optical aberrations such that the full detector
area can be used for such data collection. Using the entire detector allows
rapid hyperspectral data collection
and measurements.
Infrared detectors: The types of infrared
detector, molecular formula or acronym,
and typical useful spectral ranges are
given in the following Table II, and in
alphabetical order.
Infrared sources: IR sources are generally a Globar, and lesser used are a
Nernst glower, or a carbon arc. The
mos t common source for labor a tor y infrared spec trophotometers
is the Globar, which is a silicon carbide (SiC) cylinder or rod generally
from 5–10 mm wide by 20 –50 mm in
length. The cylinder is heated electrically (by resistance heating) up to
1,650 °C (3002 °F) and emits infrared
radiation from 1–50 µm or more. This
is equivalent to 1,000 –50,000 nm or
www.spectroscopyonline.com

10,0 0 0 –20 0 cm -1. When an inter ference filter is used in combination
with the Globar the usable spectral
range is more limited to 40 0 0 – 40 0
cm -1. The Nernst glower, first de scribed in the literature in 1902, is
an earlier and more complex infrared source that has been largely
replaced by the Globar. The Nernst
glower (lamp) consists of a filament
of rare-earth oxides acting as blackbody radiator. Heating the filament
by continuous ohmic heating results
in conduction, allowing the glower to
ac t as a continuous source of nearinfrared and infrared radiation that
emit s radiation in the 2–20 µm or
20 0 0 –20,0 0 0 nm (5,0 0 0 –50 0 cm -1)
spec tral range. The carbon (C) arc
consists of an arc (plasma) between
carbon elec trodes in air. Sunshine
carbon arc lamps are sometime s
used to simulate sunlight for laboratory simulated sunlight exposure
experiments. A newer form of lamp
design is for gas-discharge lamps.
Such specialty lamps may be made
that emit radiation from the deep
ultraviolet into the infrared spectral
regions. These are no longer used for

laboratory infrared spectrophotometers. See also entries for Sources and
Source emissivity ranges.
Infrared spectroscopy: Infrared refers
to that portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum containing radiation with
wavelengths longer than those visible
to the human eye, and extending to approximately 30 µm. A broad definition
of the infrared region is subdivided into
the near-infrared (0.75–2.5 µm), mid infrared (2.5–30 µm), far infrared (15–1,000
µm), and terahertz or 10 µm to 1 mm (10–
1,000 µm). Mid-infrared spectroscopy
provides a measurement technique for
intense, isolated and reliable absorption
bands of fundamental molecular vibrations from polymers and other organic
compounds. The spectrometric methodology allows for univariate calibration
with higher signal strength (absorptivity)
required for solid, liquids or gas phase
measurements. Relatively small pathlengths of 0.1 to 1.0 mm are required for
measurements of hydrocarbon liquids
and solids. The technique is generally
incompatible with the use of fiber optics, but may be adapted to fiber optic
measurements using specialized fiber
materials, such as chalcogenide glass.
Infrared instrumentation is generally
higher cost than near-infrared spectrophotometers. Dominant mid-infrared spectral features include the C-H
(methyl, methylene, aromatic, methoxy,
and carbonyl) fundamental stretching and bending molecular vibrations,
O-H (hydroxyl) stretch fundamental
vibrations; N-H (amine) stretching, C-F
(fluorocarbon) stretching, -C=N (nitrile)
stretching, -C=O (carbonyl) stretch
from esters, acetates, and amides; C-Cl
stretch from chlorinated hydrocarbons,
and -NO2 from nitro- containing compounds. The primary use of IR spectroscopy is for qualitative identification
of molecules.
Infrared windows: See window.
Instrument Design: Instrumentation design work generally includes: outward
design, layout, and esthetics; electronics and PCB design; mechanical design;
optical design, and software design. In
Februar y 2022
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addition, standard assembly and testing protocols must be completed as
well as final testing procedures for all
component parts and final assembled
instrumentation. The design package
for the final instrument must include:
layout dimensional drawings, schematics, bill of materials (BOM) with volume
costing, layout file, component placement file, assembly drawings and instructions, and CAD systems drawings.
Generally one or more prototype versions of an instrument system will be
produced, tested and refined prior to
the manufacture of the final production model. Instruments must undergo
and PASS labeling, electrical and mechanical safety, and electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) testing or electromagnetic field (EMF) testing before
commercial sale.
Instrument manufacturing: Instrument
manufacturing involves the in-house or
out-of-house (outsourced) quality manufacturing and testing of production volumes of instrumentation, generally for
commercial sale. Instruments are built
and tested to written specifications as
provided by the design and production
engineering teams.
Integrating sphere: A hollow sphere,
coated with a diffuse reflecting material and provided with openings for incident beam, specimen measurement,
and detector(s). It is primarily used
for measuring the most accurate diffuse reflectance (reflection) or transmittance (transmission) of objects. In
most versions, the sample is measured
outside of the sphere at a designated
sample port.
Intensity correction: A correction of the
y-axis (intensity) for Raman spectra in
which a standard lamp or a standard
reference sample is used in combination with a polynomial fit across the
entire wavenumber axis to standardize the intensity measurements of any
Raman spectrometer. It is analogous to
a photometric correction accomplished
for absorption spectroscopy. It is also
used to correct and measure the energy output of spectrometer lamps.
14 TERMINOLOGY GUIDE
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Interference filter (optical): An optical
filter that controls the spectral composition of radiant energy passing through
it by the physical effects of interference.
Frequently these filters are made up
of thin layers of metals and dielectrics,
and provide narrow bandpass and high
transmittances of energy for selection or
removal of specific energy bands in an
energy beam.
Interface: The cone region of the ICPMS, ICP-AES or ICP-OES instrument
where the ions generated by the argon
plasma are directed and focused into
the mass detector or spectrometer,
respectively.
Interface cones: A metallic, coneshaped device (funnel) for transporting analyte ions through the ICP-MS,
ICP-AES or ICP-OES interface, and
focusing these ions using ion optics
into the mass detector (ion detector)
assembly of the MS system. These are
termed the sampler cone, skimmer cone,
and hyper skimmer cone.
Interferogram: A wave pattern created
using an interferometer where waves are
superimposed and later interpreted to
compute a pattern of amplitude versus
frequency for a measurement of light
interaction with materials. This interferogram pattern of the ratioed sample
measurement divided by reference
measurement is interpreted using a
Fourier transform to compute a Fourier
transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrum.
Interferometer: Interferometry is often
used to measure infrared or near-infrared spectra. Wavenumber (x-axis)
measurements from interferometer
type devices are much more accurate
than those generally made using dispersive type instruments, although the
transmission or reflectance data can
be less accurate. The most common
type of interferometer is the Michelson type. In this type of interferometer, a parallel beam of light from the
spectrometer source is directed into
a beam splitter at an angle of 45 degrees from normal. The beam splitter
consists of a 50 % reflective surface at

a 45-degree angle respective to the
source beam. The transmitted portion of light from the beam splitter is
directed to a highly reflective moveable
mirror (MM), whereas the light reflected
from the beam splitter strikes a fixed
mirror (FM). An interferogram is created when the incident wavelengths are
modulated due to the moving mirror
velocity and mirror position. The interferometer produces separate interferograms when both the sample and the
background are measured. To create
an infrared spectrum, an interferogram
is measured with no sample present
(background) and when the sample is
present (sample). The interferograms
are converted to single beam spectra using the fast Fourier transform
(FFT). The single beam spectra then
are ratioed by taking the sample divided by background to construct the
transmittance spectrum. This may be
expressed as percent transmittance
(from 0 to 100%) or Transmittance as
(0.0 to 1.0). The Transmittance spectrum is converted to absorbance using
A = -log10T or A = log10 (1/T ) as the conversion from T to A. The absorbance
spectrum represents a linearization
with respec t to absorbance signal
vs. concentration.
Interpolation: A method used to provide
a specified number of data points for a
spectrum. Generally a cubic spline interpolation method is used to change the
number of data points for sparse data
to a greater fixed data resolution. For
example, a spectrum of 500 data points
may be adjusted to 1000 data points by
interpolation. Note that the interpolation
may provide fixed data intervals, but the
missing data points cannot be precisely
reconstructed, and peak positions may
be quite different for sparse interpolated
data versus the denser higher resolution
data. This is generally used for data processing such that data points from different spectra are identical in number and
wavenumber location.
Ion optics: An electrostatic-type lens
that focuses positive analyte ions for a
controlled ion stream into a mass detector for ICP-MS.
www.spectroscopyonline.com

K
Kapton window: Is a window material
made of Kapton polyimide film (poly
(4,4'-oxydiphenylene-pyromellitimide),
which is transparent to visible light and
X-rays, is flexible, chemically resistant,
and is capable of operating at a wide
temperature range.
L
Laser: An abbreviation for light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation. Lasers are used in a variety of ways
for molecular spectroscopy, including
diode lasers for alignment of Michelson interferometers, for spectrometer
sources, and for fluorescence or Raman
excitation. For Raman spectroscopy,
lasers are used to produce the Raman
effect as inelastic scattering collisions
of light energy with the various atoms
forming chemical bonds in molecular
structures. For Raman it is essential
to have a monochromatic continuous
wave (cw) laser. Lasers are useful in
Raman because they are highly monochromatic and have a high photon
flux. The excitation laser sources used
may be gas lasers or diode lasers of
relatively low power and constant frequency. Common Raman laser types
include: visible (laser diode), 455 nm;
visible (laser diode), 514 nm; visible
(laser diode), 532 nm; helium-neon laser
(He:Ne), 632.8 nm; visible (laser diode),
785 nm; and neodymium yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) laser, 1064 nm.
Note that the complete electromagnetic spectrum from deep ultraviolet
(UV) to the near-infrared (NIR) has been
used to excite Raman spectra. The selection of the optimum laser frequency
depends upon the application. For example, in biological specimens a 785
nm laser is optimum for suppressing
the fluorescence background and still
having acceptable scattering efficiency;
for mineralogical samples, deep UV
(below 250 nm) is the best laser choice.
Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy
(LIBS): Uses a high energy laser pulse
(typically a pulsed neodymium-doped
y ttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG)
1064 nm laser with an energy of 50 –
500 µJ/pulse) is focused on a small
www.spectroscopyonline.com

area of the surface of a sample (solids
or liquids) and forms a plasma plume
(at 50,000 K or more) by simultaneously
atomizing (ablating) and exciting nanogram or picogram quantities of the
excited sample spot. LIBS is optical
emission spectrometry and measures
a unique emission spectrum for each
element in a sample and is used for
quantitative analysis of impurities in
metals, ceramics, or electronics materials. LIBS is typically used for quantifying C, Co, Cu, Pb, Sn, Ti, Zn, AI, and Mg.

LED, light emitting diode: LEDs are
semiconductor composite light emitting
sources, first invented in 1907, that emit
light energy when an electrical current is
applied. LEDs are available for specific
emission bands, such as 390, 470, 502, 590,
660 nm; or for a broad or “white” band
with significant emission intensities from
425 to 700 nm. LEDs have generally low
temperature operation, with low power
consumption of 0.5–1.0 watts, and generate stable emission wavelength output. They are capable of exhibiting long
lifetimes of 100,000 hours or more, compared to 10,000 hours for halogen lamps.

is 10 times the blank intensity level. Reporting the LOQ value minimizes the occurrence of false negative error (β).
Linear response: Straight-line response
between concentration and measured
signal. In context, a linear response
means that for a doubling of the analyte concentration, the detectable and
measurable signal will double. This type
of response allows a linear calibration
model or equation to be used to determine the accurate concentration of
analyte through a range of absorbance
or intensity levels.
Linearity: An experiment demonstrating that the response of an instrument changes in a predictable and
linear fashion with increasing analyte
concentration. Linearity can also refer
to the linearity of detector response
to changing photon flux. (Note that
MCT is generally poor, while DTGS
is better.)
Linear variable filter (LVF): A dichroic filter that produces a full spectrum when
light is directed orthogonally to the filter
without physically tilting the filter. It is
used in combination with an array detector to capture a full spectrum rapidly,
without requiring the movement of any
spectrometer components.

Limit of detection (LOD): Lowest amount
of analyte that may be seen above the
noise the level of the instrument; it is
generally estimated at three times the
root mean square (RMS) noise level
above the zero signal for specific measurement conditions. For Raman the
limit of detection is not particularly low
as compared to fluorescence signals
because the general problem of Raman
is its intrinsically weak scattering cross
sections (the signal is 6 to 10 orders of
magnitude lower than fluorescence).
However, Raman scattering can be
strongly amplified by placing sample
molecules near the surface of specific substrates; for example, surfaceenhanced Raman scattering (SERS) in
which case the LOD is much reduced.
See Detection limit.

Lowpass filter: A dielectric composite filter that enables energy below a certain
cutoff wavelength or frequency to pass
at nearly 100% transmission; energy from
wavelengths or frequencies above the
cutoff wavelength will not pass where
the filter is nearly 0% transmissive.

Limit of quantification (LOQ): The LOQ
is the analyte concentration of 10 times
the noise level of a blank solution measurement; the LOD signal intensity level

M
Mass detector: An electronic device capable of detecting and reporting atomic
mass and electrical charge of analyte

Log10(1/R): An analogy to Beer’s law,
this function of measured reflectance is
often used to relate sample reflectance
to analyte (constituent) composition of a
substance. It is analogous to the log(1/T)
for transmittance measurements; these
two relationships are equivalent to –
log10R and –log10T, respectively.
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ions and reports results as the mass-tocharge ratio (m/z) or each detected ion
type. The dynode is an active surface of
the detector and produces an electrical
current each time an ion strikes it—this
electrical current is amplified and recorded as a m/z signal.
Mass (ion) separation device: A part of
a mass detection system where analyte ions are sorted by their mass-tocharge ratio (m/z), then counted by the
mass detector.
Mass storage: Used to refer to information storage devices other than
the internal memory of the computer.
Usually means disk, solid-state drive (SSD),
or cloud storage.
Mean drift: The average systematic
(unidirectional) change over time of an
instrument measurement of a primary
standard (or known) reference material.
Mechanical pump: A mechanical roughing pump that pumps air to create a vacuum of ~1–2 torr for the ICP-MS interface region that assists to move analyte
ions through the sampler and skimmer
cones from the plasma to the detector.
Menu: A method of presenting the computer’s requirements for operator input
that presents the available choices to
the operator, and asks for the selection of choices desired. It is a portion of
the graphical user interface (GUI). Such
interfaces may be controlled using a
mouse and keyboard, by touch screen
or motion sensors, or by voice control.
Micrometer: A unit of length in the metric system equal to 10 -6 -meter, abbreviated µm. The term is used in place of
“micron.” Wavelength is most often expressed as in units of nanometers (10 -9
m) for ultraviolet through near-infrared
spectroscopy. The use of angstrom
(Å, 10 -10 m) is uncommon in modern
spectroscopic terminology.
Microscope objective: front optical element in a microscope that gathers
and/or brings light from/to the object
being observed.
16 TERMINOLOGY GUIDE
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Microscope optics: The optics for a microspectroscopy instrument consist
of both spectroscopic measurement
components and visual observation
components. The spectroscopic measurement components consist of a
collimated energy source (typically
from a scanning interferometer) that
will transmit through (or reflect from)
a sample; reflection optics to focus the
spectroscopic beam onto the sample,
an upper aper ture, objec tive lens,
sample translation stage, condenser
optics, lower aperture, and detector.
The visual observation components
consist of a visible light source, beam
splitter, refection optics to focus the
visible beam onto the sample, an
upper aperture, objective lens, sample translation stage, and binocular eyepieces to observe the visible
image of the sample.
Monochromator (atomic): The term refers to a spectrophotometer assembly
that measures one wavelength (or a
narrow range of wavelengths) during
a single measurement. A monochromator becomes an ICP-AES or ICPOES spectrophotometer when it is
combined with the plasma emission
source, entrance and exit slits, one
or more gratings, detector, an amplifier, and an output energy measuring
device. A scan of the complete wavelength range occurs as the grating is
rotated and linearly disperses different wavelengths of the plasma emission energy through the exit slit onto
the broadband detector. The amplified signal is repor ted as emission
intensity vs. wavelength.
Monochromator (molecular) : The term
means single color (or one wave length). An instrument used to provide an incident light beam within a
narrow wavelength range. A monochromator becomes a spec trophotometer when it is combined with a
light source, entrance and exit slits,
one or more grating s, detec tor s,
an amplifier, and an output energy
measuring device. Monochromators
may have more than one grating or a
grating and a prism. Most early, pre-

interferometer infrared spectrophotometers were based on a grating
monochromator design.
N
Nanometer: Unit of measurement for
wavelength, abbreviated as nm; onebillionth of a meter (10 -9 m).
Near-infrared spectroscopy: The NIR
portion of the infrared electromagnetic
spectrum; comprises those wavelengths
between the visible and mid-IR regions
equivalent to 0.75 to 2.5 µm (750 nm–2500
nm). NIR spectra consist of overtones and
combination bands of the fundamental
molecular absorptions found in the midinfrared region. More-complete harmonic
and combination band information is actually found over an extended spectral
range from approximately 680 nm to
2600 nm.
Nebulizer: A liquid sample for analysis is
passed (via a peristaltic pump) through
a nebulizer (older terms were atomizer
or aerosol generator) in order to create an aerosol or mist of fine-airborne
liquid droplets. Common general
types with different named variations
of nebulizers used with ICP-MS, ICPAES or ICP-OES systems are concentric, cross-flow, and Babington. Each of
these general types produce very fine
liquid droplets.
Noise: Generally considered the random component of a set of measurement data, caused by the uncontrollable phenomena that affect all parts
of the experimental setup. Random
(or white) noise is reduced by a factor
equal to the square root of r, where r
is the number of repetitive measurements. There are also lower frequency
systematic noise effects that may be
encountered over longer duration
(lower frequency) experiments. See
also Signal-to-noise ratio (S/N).
Notch filter: see also Bandpass filter.
Notch filters were the invention which
triggered the renaissance of Raman
spectroscopy because this allowed for
low cost and practical suppression of
the elastic scattered light. Before notch
www.spectroscopyonline.com

filters were readily available the suppression of the Rayleigh
scattering had been performed using complex double or
triple monochromators with multiple slits.
Numerical aperture (NA): characteristic of an optical system
(for example, microscope objective) which characterize the
solid angle over which light can be collected or emitted.
O
Online: A term used to describe instrumentation that chemically quantifies or qualifies materials in real time (as they
are produced).
Optical fiber: an optical transparent fiber made of glass (or
plastics) used to transmit light with very low losses. It makes
use of internal total reflection of light at the boundary between fiber core and cladding.
Optical materials and transmission ranges: Table III shows
transmission ranges for general optical materials used for ultraviolet through infrared spectroscopy (ranges for infrared
transmission optical materials are also given in wavenumbers).
Materials are in alphabetical order.
Order-sorting filter: A diffraction grating creates multiple orders of spectra as light is diffracted from its surface. As more
than one spectrum is created when this occurs, those spectra
beyond the first order (that is, second order and higher) overlap
with one another. Order-sorting filters remove the wavelengths
above and below the desired measurement wavelength. They
are also termed high-pass and low-pass filters as the designation for which wavelength region they are transparent to.
The filter is placed in front of a broadband detector, and only
the wavelengths permitted through the filter are measured.
The other dispersion orders are eliminated from detection.
P
Passive detector: A sensor that detects infrared energy when
present. It consists of a front face and an internal pyroelectric
thin film material that generates an electronic signal when
exposed to radiant energy or heat. Typical materials for passive detectors include cesium nitrate, cobalt phthalocyanine,
gallium nitride, and polyvinyl fluoride.
Pathlength: The distance the light passes through the sample
in its holder. In practical terms, the inside dimension of the
cuvette or sample holder. The physical pathlength dimension
may be determined by measuring an empty transmission
cell and computing the pathlength using equation 7 (found
above), along with the resulting interference pattern. Note
that for transflectance measurements, the optical pathlength
is 2.5–3 times the physical pathlength due to two passes of
the energy through the sample as well as the wider-angle
reflection energy that is captured by the detector. For liquid
IR measurements, typical pathlengths used in IR transmission
are from 5 to 1000 µm (0.005 to 1.0 mm). For IR gas cells, the
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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mum signal location criteria, or by a
center of mass criteria.

TABLE III: Optical material transmission spectral ranges
Optical Material Transmission
Spectral Ranges

Spectral Range
(nm)

Spectral Range
(cm -1)

Barium fluoride (BaF2)

200–13,000

45,455–769

Calcium fluoride (CaF2) (IRTRAN-3)

200–9000

45,455–1111

Cesium iodide (CsI)

300–50,000

33,333–200

220–4,000

45,455–2500

Glass (BK 7)

315–2350

---

Glass, "borosilicate crown"

360-2350

---

Glass, "optical crown"

320–2300

---

Glass, Corning optical glass
as HPFS 7978 and 7979

150–4350

66,667–2299

Glass, Corning optical glass as HPFS 7980

200–2600

---

Glass, Corning optical glass
as HPFS 865X and 797X

150–2600

---

Glass, ESCO optical glass as BK7

350–2000

---

Glass, ESCO optical glass I2-IR

250–3600

40,000–2778

Glass, ESCO optical glasses G1 and A1

270–2500

---

Glass, ESCO optical glasses S1-UVA and S1-UVB

170–2200

---

Glass, flint glass (SF 10)

380–2350

---

Glass, flint glass (SF 8)

355–2350

---

Glass, silica, fused "water free" (SiO2)

150–3150

66,667–3175

Glass, Tempax

360–2350

---

Glass. Pyrex

310–2500

---

Methacrylate, polymer

250–1100

---

Potassium bromide (KBr)

250–26,000

40,000–385

Potassium chloride (KCl)

Diamond (C)

250–20,000

40,000–500

Quartz, anhydrous

200–2750

45,455–3636

Quartz, crystalline (SiO2)

240–2600

---

Quartz, extremely low O-H

190–2700

---

Sapphire (aluminum oxide) (Al2O3)

150–5100

66,667–1961

Silica, fused as pure SiO2 (IR quality)

200–4000

45,455–2500

Silica, synthetic fused (SiO2)

230–2600

---

Silica, UV grade fused (SiO2)

200–2500

---

250–16,000

40,000–625

Suprasil 300

190–3600

52,632–2778

Visible range

360–780

---

Sodium chloride (NaCl)

physical pathlength can range from 2
to 200 meters. For such gas measurements, multiple bounce cells are made
such that long pathlength cells are
compacted into a much-reduced size,
by using up to 80 to 100 bounces.
Peak position: The peak position is the
center wavelength or frequency posi18 TERMINOLOGY GUIDE
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tion (that is, center of mass or maximum transmittance or absorbance
for a spectral band or a band created
using an interference transmittance filter). It is most often the center of the
band of frequencies transmitted by
a bandpass filter or the center wavelength of an absorbance band. It may
be determined by a maximum or mini-

Peltier cooler: A solid state thermoelectric cooling (TEC) system, that is
used to cool or control detector temperature by means of an electric current heat pump. This technology is also
useful for heating, and thus may be
applied as a temperature controlling
system with an accuracy of ±1 °C when
properly applied.
Performance tests for IR instruments:
Basic performance testing for FT-IR
instruments are included in the ASTM
E1421 document. This practice specifies level zero and level one tests. Level
zero tests are comprised of routine
checks of instrument performance to
determine significant changes and record a history of data from each instrument to be used for later comparison
purposes. Level one tests are used to
provide quantitative data on instrument function and performance with
the purpose of diagnosing any significant instrument performance issues.
A major use of performance tests is
to validate a spectrometer prior to
use in a critical measurement, the test
provides traceability.
Peristaltic pump: A pump designed to
transport liquid through elastic (flexible) tubing based on the principle of
peristalsis, where a rotating cam pump
head tightly squeezes (compresses)
and then relaxes the tubing in a circular motion around a curved pressure
plate forcing the liquid through the
tube in a unidirectional flow. For ICPMS, ICP-AES or ICP-OES the liquid
sample is transported by the pump into
the nebulizer.
Phase correction: An interferogram inherently contains out-of-phase portions
because of the optical path variation
within an instrument. If these portions
are not corrected, the photometric intensity of the spectrum will not be accurate. A phase correction using the Mertz
method is often applied to correct the
phase and make the IR spectrum accurate in the photometric axis.
www.spectroscopyonline.com

Phase cycling: A technique in coherent
2D IR spectroscopy where the individual phases of laser pulses used in the
experiment are controlled in order to
remove scatter from the resulting spectrum. This technique enables the study
of highly scattering samples such as
large proteins, amyloids, lipid bilayers,
cell membranes, and others.

array and a diffraction element (such
as a diffraction grating) that projects
a diffracted emission signal from the
emission source onto the array detector.
The amplified signal is reported as
emission intensit y vs. wavelength
for each element in the detec tor
array, thus a complete spectrum is
collected simultaneously.

Photodiode: semiconductor based
light detector.

Printed circuit board (PCB): A printed
circuit board (PCB) is a generally flat
board that contains all elec tronic
component s as designed by electrical engineering teams in a compac t design. The PCB has all electronic components and connectors
u sing cond uc ti ve t r ac k s, etc he d
into the board on sheet layers of
copper laminated onto or between
non - cond uc tive subs tr ate layer s.
The components are cold-soldered
onto the board ac ting as an electronic connection and fastener to the
board. PCBs are the common means
for including electronic capabilities
into instrumentation.

Photomultiplier: vacuum tube for
measuring very low light levels.
Photon energy: Photon energy as
E p is given by E p = hv or Ep = hcv . In
this notation h is Planck's constant
(or 6.6256 × 10 -27 erg-s; and ν (Nu) is
the frequency of light, also known as
hertz (Hz) or the number of vibrations
per second, in units of s -1 or 1/s; v is
the wavenumber units as cm -1 (that is,
the number of waves per centimeter),
and c is the velocity of light in a vacuum
(or 2.9979 × 1010 cm/s).
Pinhole: in optics usually a very small
aperture used for spatially filtering light.
It can also be used for lensless imaging
at the expense of light throughput.
Plasma plume: A high energy laser
source is focused onto a sample surface in order to break down or ablate
the surface. At the surface a plasma is
formed, which simultaneously atomizes and excites a small portion of the
sample. The plasma forms and emission cloud, termed a plume. When
the laser strikes the small area of the
sample, nanograms to picograms of
sample is ablated into a plasma plume,
with temperatures in excess of 30,000
to 50,000 K. The emitted light from the
plume is focused into a spectrograph
and the emission spectrum of the material is recorded.
Polychromator: An array-based spectrophotometer (spectrograph) that is capable of measuring multiple wavelengths
simultaneously for signal intensity at each
wavelength. The polychromator consists
of multiple detector elements in a linear
www.spectroscopyonline.com

Printed circuit board (PCB) manufacturing: Printed circuit board (PCB)
design and manufacturing involves
electronic design and layout (including layout dimensional drawing s,
schematics, bill of materials [BOM],
layout file, component placement
file, assembly drawings and instructions, and Gerber file [CAD systems
layer drawings] set), creation of parts
ordering and testing, pick & place
equipment for placing all components on the board, and quality inspection and functionality testing.
Proportional counter tube (PCT)
detector: This is a detector having
a chamber containing an iner t gas
(argon) and a quench gas (methane),
generally in a 90:10 mixture (named
P-10). The incident radiation is measured by producing an electrical output that is proportional to the energy
of the incident ionizing radiation. It
is used for accurate measurement of
incident radiation energy levels, such
as for X-ray radiation exposure (dose).
This detector is a combination of a

Geiger–Müller tube and an ionization
chamber. A voltage is produced when
ionizing radiation strikes an inert gas
atom and ionizes it to produce an
elec tron and a positively charged
ion. This ion pair creates additional
ion pairs in the detec tor chamber,
the number of which is proportional
to the energy of the initial ionizing
radiation particle.
Q.
Quantum cascade laser (QCL): QCLs
are semiconductor lasers that typically
emit energy within the mid-IR spectral
range of 2857 cm-1 to 769 cm-1 (3.5 μm
to 13 μm). Newer developments are
producing QCLs in the terahertz (THz)
region of 100 cm -1 to 67 cm -1 (100 µm
to 150 µm). QCLs are currently used
as light sources for mid-IR spectrometers by applying QCLs with either a
narrow single-mode spectral band or
a broader tunable spectral band. Single tunable QCLs include distributed
feedback QCLs (DFB QCL) that exhibit
wavelength tuning of tens of cm-1, and
external cavity QCLs (EC-QCL) with
tuning ranges to 1000 cm -1. Any QCLbased spectrometer is useful for general absorption infrared spectroscopy
or gas analysis, specifically for analysis
of CO, CO2, NO, N2O, NH3, SO2, SO3,
CH4, and O3.
Quantum cascade laser-infrared (QCLIR): Refers to the use of QCLs as an energy source for infrared spectroscopy, for
general absorption-based spectroscopy
with a tunable QCL, or for specific narrow
band gas analysis spectroscopy.
Quantum efficiency: characteristic of
a light sensitive detector which specifies what percent of the incoming light
is actually transformed in an electrical
signal (charge) in the detector.
R
Radio power supply: This is a power
supply that controls the power of the
RF coil for the ICP plasma torch.
Raman effect: Also known as Raman
scattering, is an inelastic scattering
of photons on a quantized atomic or
Februar y 2022
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molecular system via a short-lived virtual state. The quantized system can
be electronic states of atoms or molecules, rotational levels of molecules,
or vibrational levels of molecules. This
scattering phenomenon can be illustrated by using a simple energy level
diagrams of Stokes vs. anti-Stokes scattering. Raman is a two-photon scattering process leading to selection rules
other than those applying to absorption spectroscopy. The Raman effect
is demonstrated when a high flux of
photons strikes an atom or molecule
and an inelastic collision between the
excitation photons and the atom (or
atoms) occurs. This collision causes
both an increase (anti-Stokes shift) and
decrease (Stokes shift) in photon-radiated (or scattered) energy. The discovery of the Raman effect was made by
C.V. Raman and K.S. Krishnan in 1928.
Range: The difference between the
highest and lowest values of a constituent in a sample set, or between
highest and lowest values of a dataset
or spectral region. The range defines
the useful limits of the high and low
values for a calibration.
Read-only memory (ROM): An electronic device (chip) resident on a PCB
that is capable of storing and retrieving software code and data for lowlevel instrument signal and control.
via non-volatile memory. Such devices
are referred to as read-only memory
(ROM), erasable programmable readonly memory (EPROM), electrically
erasable programmable read-only
memory (EEPROM), and Flash memory.
Most modern ROM devices can be
electrically erased and reprogrammed
for upgrades or fixes.
Reference spectrum: In context, a
reference spectrum is generated using
everything that is in the sample light
path except the analyte of interest—
that is, the sample holder (cuvette),
solvent, and any buffer or matrix used
to prepare the sample. For reflectance
spectra the reference is a nearly 100%
dif fuse reflec tor; for transmission
spectra the reference is dry air. In sum20 TERMINOLOGY GUIDE
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mary, for a traditional blank or reference spectrum, the measured sample
includes the sample holder containing the solvent without the analyte
present or sometimes a blank sample
compartment containing only purged,
dry air. This is sometimes referred to as
the background spectrum. Note that a
reference spectrum may also refer to
a spectrum measured under specified
conditions of a reference material.
Re fe re nce s t a n d a r d: Sample of
known quality and quantity wherein
the analyte purity is documented and
used to construct a calibration curve.
The calibration may be either of the instrument performance, or for the analytical determinations of an analyte. A
reference standard may also be a sample whose properties are known and
certified by a national reference laboratory as a standard reference material
(SRM), or from another accredited or
certified laboratory as a certified reference material (CRM).
Reflectance: Reflectance (R) refers
to the measured ratio of the quantity
of electromagnetic energy reflected
from a sample (I) to the quantity of
energy reflec ted from a reference
material (I o), so R = I/I o. The R scale
may be expressed as 0 to 100% or 0
to 1.0. This term is also defined as
the measured fraction of electromagnetic radiation striking a surface that
remits, or returns, from that surface.
At any wavelength the reflected light
can be considered as having two major
components: One is the diffuse component, resulting from the light penetrating into the material and having
a scattering interaction with it so as
to reemerge at an altered angle relative to the incident angle. The other
is the specular component, resulting
from mirror-like elastic reflections at
the sample surface.
Reflection: Reflection refers to the
ac t or phenomenon of ref lec ting,
which is the change in direction of
electromagnetic energy at the interface between two dif ferent media,
such as air and quartz.

RF coil: A radio frequency (RF) coil
s u r ro u n d ing a s e r ie s of c o n c e n tric quartz tubes that produces the
argon plasma of the ICP. The argon
plasma torc h heat s the droplet s
for the spray chamber to dry solid
particles, and then heats these particles into a gas phase, and then the
gas phase par ticle atoms are ionized before they enter the sampler
cone of the ICP-MS interface or the
ICP-AES interface.
S
Sampler cone (for ICP-MS interface):
A nickel, copper or platinum, coneshaped device (funnel) with a shallow
angle and on the ICP side of the ICPMS. This is the first cone that the analyte ions pass through on their route
to the skimmer cone and then the
mass detector.
Scanning: The process whereby the
optical data signal is measured and
recorded with respect to the wavelength or wavenumber range of the
spectrometer. For IR instruments the
wavenumber range of the spectra is
viewed from larger to smaller wavenumber—that is, highest to lowest
frequency—respec tively. For FT-IR
instruments an interferometer is sequenced for scanning an inter ferogram and converting the signals to
a spec trum. Microelec tromechanical systems (MEMS) devices move
a micromirror reflec ting the beam
from a fixed grating onto the detector to produce a spec trum. For an
array detector the beam from a fixed
grating is projec ted onto an array
to produce a spectrum. The end result of a scanning procedure is a series of amplitude measurements for
specific wavenumbers.
Sensitivity: See Limit of detection.
Sh o t n o i s e: as sociated with the
noise in light detectors. Originates
from the discrete nature of electric
charge generation.
Signal: The output of the detector
resulting from its response to light
www.spectroscopyonline.com

energy emerging from the sample or
reference material. It consists of an analog signal converted to a digital signal and then further converted to units
such as counts, reflectance, transmittance, or absorbance; depending
upon the measurement geometry and
precise computational methods.
Signal-to-noise ratio (S/N): The ratio
of the value of the signal (intelligence,
message, or information to be transmitted) to that of the noise (random
variation or disturbance of the signal). A measure of performance for a
measurable characteristic of a device
which includes a level of disturbance
to the desired characteristic. In spectrophotometers it is often measured
by taking the amplitude of the signal for 100% transmittance or 100%
reflec tance and dividing it by the
root mean square (RMS) deviation
(or peak-to-peak variation) of the repetitive measurements of that sample.
This is precisely determined as the
numerical ratio of the total signal I/I 0
to the noise of the instrument (computed as RMS deviation of repeated
signal measurements). The RMS is the
standard deviation of the photometric
measurements at a set of wavenumbers or wavelengths.
Silicon drift detector (SDD): A high
purity silicon-based solid-state detector, based on ionization photon counting, that is sensitive to X-ray energy
from 0.2 to 10 keV and may be used for
detection for X-ray fluorescence (XRF),
energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX), total
reflection X-ray fluorescence (TXRF),
and electron microscope applications.
SDDs are noted for high resolution: full
width at half maximum (fwhm) resolution for these detectors is generally
from 125–eV. They are also noted for
high count rates as compared to other
X-ray detec tors. SDDs are a newer
X-ray detector technology and are capable of counting 10 times more X-ray
photons per second; have a threetimes greater sensitivit y (reduced
LOD), and 30% higher resolution than
the older technology PIN detectors.
See Silicon PIN diode detector.
www.spectroscopyonline.com

Single-sided interferogram: An interferogram has a “center-burst,” also
referred to as the zero path-difference
(ZPD) location. When the path of the
fixed and moving mirrors are identical
in the interferometer, the interferogram is at maximum interference. The
centerburst may be placed anywhere
along the recorded data for the interferogram. When it is placed near the
start of the interferogram it is termed
a single-sided inter ferogram (also
known as a symmetry interferogram).

range, separation abilit y of wavelength selector (for example, grating),
and desired isolation of a specific
wavelength (that is, line width). Slits
are either a fixed width or automatically programmed for width variation
(when using constant energy measurements). For interferometers there is a
J-stop circular aperture that has variable diameters to adjust the spectral
resolution. The slit width and J-stop
both affect the spectral resolution of
the spectrophotometer.

Silicon PIN diode detector: These
X-ray detec tors are also known as
Si-PIN photodiode detec tors. The
acronym PIN stands for a three-layered diode structure that includes a
p-t ype semiconduc tor layer, an intrinsic semiconductor layer, and an
n-type semiconductor layer. Photosensitivit y region for X-ray energy
is 1 to 50 keV. Si-PIN detec tors are
slower in counting X-ray photons,
have poorer resolution, and have
higher LODs than SDDs. See Silicon
drift detector.

Slope: Another term for skew; the use
of the term “slope” implies that the
amount of skew is known. See also
Skew.

Skimmer cone (for ICP-MS interface):
A nickel, copper or platinum, coneshaped device (funnel) with an acute
angle on the mass (ion) detector side
of the ICP-MS system used to focus
the ICP plasma generated analyte ions
from the sampler cone through the ion
optics into the mass detector.
Slit: An aperture, usually rectangular
in shape with a large length-to-width
ratio, and a fixed or adjustable shape
through which radiation enters or
leaves a monochromator-based instrument. The slit aperture is usually quite
small relative to the light source. For
monochromators there is an entrance
and exit slit for each grating; for interferometers there is a J-stop circular
aperture, which in effect acts as a slit
for the interferometer and is used to
adjust the effective spectral resolution
of a measurement.
Slit width: The size of opening of slit
through which light passes. The slit
width depends on the wavelength

Smoothing: Smoothing may be applied to spec troscopic data for a
several purposes—for example, to
improve the quality of the spectral appearance, to remove apparent noise,
to decrease spec tral resolution to
match bandwidth between two spectra measured at two resolutions, and
to remove apparent random and structured variation in signals. Smoothing
allows enhanced manual viewing and
multivariate processing by reducing or
eliminating spectral variation caused
by random measurement noise. The
most common methods of smoothing
within spectroscopy include boxcar
smoothing, Fourier-domain (fast Fourier transform [FFT]) smoothing, and
Savitzky-Golay smoothing.
Source: An electromagnetic energy
generating supply to make the measurement for an optical spectrophotometer system. The source is the
origin of the light used in the spectrometer; usually a globar for laboratory infrared spectroscopy, although
broad band adaptations for inf rared lasers are being used for infrared sensor development. See also
Infrared sources.
Source emissivity ranges: Table IV
shows emissivity ranges for general
energy sources used for ultraviolet
through infrared spectroscopy (ranges
for infrared emissivity sources are also
Februar y 2022
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TABLE IV: Source emissivity ranges
Spectral Range
(nm)

Spectral Range
(cm -1)

Carbon arc

500–100,000

20,000–100

DC arc lamp

200–2500

---

DC deuterium lamp

185–3750

54,054–2667

Glass tungsten halogen

250–2250

---

1000–100,000

10,000–100

Source Emissivity Ranges

Globar
Helium-neon laser (He:Ne)

632.7–632.8

---

Mercury lamp

300–100,000

33,333–100

Nernst glower

300–35,000

33,333–286

Pulsed xenon arc lamp

180–2500

---

Quartz tungsten halogen

220–2700

---

360–780

0.420

Visible range

given in wavenumbers). Sources are in
alphabetical order.

ment with either a polychromator or
monochromator design.

Special sources: Are novel or new
energy sources for molecular spect r o s c o p y. S u c h s o u r c e s i n c l u d e
q ua n t u m c a s c a d e la s e r s (Q CL s),
tunable narrowband light sources,
optical parametric oscillators (OPO),
frequency comb laser sources.

Spectrophotometer: A device used
to measure and record the spectrum
of a material at uniform, usually closely
spaced, wavelength or wavenumber
intervals. This type of instrument is
sometimes referred to as a spectrometer, although correct terminology is
spectrophotometer. It is specifically
designed to measure the ratio of the
sample signal (I) versus the reference
signal (Io) as the ratio I/Io. A spectrometer is distinguished in that it is generally
an instrument that measures spectra
mostly to obtain an analytical (quantitative) result, rather than to observe or
interpret spectra for qualitative uses.

Spec t ra l e ne rg y unit s: Spec tral
energy for molecular and electronic
spectroscopy is described in terms
of unit s of wavelength —for example, micrometers (μm) as 10 - 6 m, or
nanometers (nm) as 10 -9 m, or angstroms (Å) as 10 -10 m. Energy is also
expressed as frequency (cycles per
second or s -1 or 1/s) termed her t z
(Hz), as wavenumber s (c m -1 ), and
as electron volts (eV). See also Unit
conversions for photon energy.

Physical Constant

Symbol

Value

Avogadro constant

NA or L

6.022141 29 x 1023 per mol

Boltzmann constant

k

1.3806488 x 10 -23 J per K

F or ℱ

96 485.3365 C per mol

Molar gas constant

R

8.314 4621 J per mol K

Plank constant,

h

6.626 069 57 x 10 -34 J s

Speed of light (in vacuum)

c

299,792,458 m per s

Stefan-Boltzmann constant

ö

5.670373 x 10 -8 W per m2 K4

Note: C = e = electron charge, J = joules, K = degrees Kelvin, W = watts
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Standard reference material (SRM):
These registered trademark materials
are provided by the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST),
which is a nonregulatory agency of the
United States Depar tment of Commerce. Standard reference materials
are carefully measured and are used
for calibration of spec trophotometers and other analytical instruments
as a means of near first principles
traceable calibration.

Stand-Off detection: a measuring
setup where the sample is relatively
far away from the measuring instrument. Physical contact with the sample is not necessary.
Stokes shift: see Raman effect.

TABLE V: Spectroscopy physical constants
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Spray chamber: This is a chamber
device that separates out the large
droplet s created in the nebulizer
and prevent s them from entering
the ICP plasma torch. The smaller
droplet s are allowed to enter the
torch, thus maintaining a more consistent temperature and ion stream
emanating from the torch.

Stokes shift: See Raman effect.
Spectroscopy physical constants:
Most common spec troscopy physical constants and values (Table V).

S p e c t r o m e t e r : T h e te r m re f e r s Spectrum: An abbreviated form of
to an ICP-AES or ICP- OES ins tr u- “elec tromagnetic s pec tr um.” It is

Faraday constant

a series of wavelengths of radiation,
belonging to a specific por tion of
the electromagnetic continuum—for
example, it is the absorbance (computed from transmittance or reflectance) as a response of the instrument
to a sample and reference measurement (I/Io) with respect to wavelength
or wavenumber. For a Raman shif t
spectrum, the Stokes scattering of
a sample measurement is recorded
with respect to wavenumber position.

Stray light: Any radiation reaching
the detector that is not remitted or
transmit ted from, or through, the
sam ple at the selec ted measure m e n t w ave l e ng t h (w ave n u m b e r).
N ote t ha t s t r ay lig h t e n e rg y fo r
inter ferometer-based instruments
is generally considered negligible,
and is more of an issue in dispersive
instrument designs.
www.spectroscopyonline.com

T
Teraher t z: See far infrared. This
term is currently defined as an ene rg y r e g i o n r e p r e s e n te d b y 3 x
10 12 to 3 x 10 11 Hz (s -1). This region
is considered as the 10 0 to 10 cm -1
region, corresponding to 10 0,0 0 0
to 1,000,000 nm, or 0.1 to 1 mm, or
100 –1,000 µm). See also Far infrared
(far-IR).
Third-order data: Consists of a hyperspectral data cube, that includes
amplitude at multiple frequencies generally measured over X-axis and Y-axis
spatial data.
Tilting filter: An interference filter,
when tilted, produces wavelengths
different from those produced when
the light is normal or perpendicular to its surface. Controlled tilting
can produce a known band of wavelengths (passband). This approach
is the basis of some infrared instrumentation intermediate bet ween
less-expensive fixed interference filters and more expensive grating or
interferometer-based instruments.
Timedrive measurements: A technique used to measure absorbance
vs. time at specific wavenumber s
for slow kinetic s and reac tion rate
experiments. May be used to study
fermentation or chemical processes
that are on specific time scales or for
kinetic reaction rate studies.
Tr a n s f o r m: A ma t he ma tic al p ro cedure for conver ting a f unc tion
of one variable into a unique function of another variable. Some wellknown transforms are the Laplace
and Fourier transforms.
Transmission: Transmission refers to
the act or phenomenon of transmitting energy, which is the phenomenon of elec t romag netic energ y
passing through a material from one
refrac tive index to another, generally air to glass or quartz.
Transmittance: Transmittance (T ) refers to the fraction of electromagnetic
www.spectroscopyonline.com

energy that passes through a sample (I ), relative to the total amount
quantit y of energy that strikes the
sample (I o ), so it is represented by
the ratio of T = I/I o . The T scale may
be expressed as 0 –10 0% or 0 –1.0.
In transmittance measurements, dry
air is used as the typical reference.
Turbomolec ular pump: T his is a
vacuum pump (or pumps) used to
c rea te a h ig h v a c u u m (<1 x 10 - 5
To r r ) c h a m b e r w i t h i n t h e m a s s
spec trometer whereby the sample
ion s t r avel f rom t he hig her pre s s u re ICP pla s ma io n s o u rc e into
the vacuum chamber of the mas s
detec tor assembly through the
cone inter face.
Turret- mounted f ilters: See also
Fixed filter entry.
U
Ultraviolet detec tors: Those detectors used for ultraviolet energy
detection (190 nm–360 nm). See Detector sensitivity ranges entr y for
more information.
Unit conversions for photon energy:
The conversions bet ween waveleng th, wavenum ber s, f req uenc y
and photon energy are as follows:
Wavenumbers (cm -1) to wavelength
(in nanometers):
107
vcm

λnm=

-1

[4]

Wa v e l e n g t h ( i n n a n o m e t e r s) t o
wavenumbers (cm -1):
vcm =
-1

107
λnm

[5]

Wavelength (in nanometers) to frequency (in Hz):
vcm =
-1

2.9979 × 1017nm . sec-1
λnm

[6]

Wavelength (in nanometers) to photon energy (in eV):
Epev =

1240
λnm

[7]

W
Wavelength: Electromagnetic energy
is transmitted in the form of a sinusoidal wave; the wavelength is the physical
distance covered by one cycle of this
wave. It is defined as the distance from
one crest of an electromagnetic wave
to the same position on the subsequent
wave. Peak-to-peak distance is generally measured in nanometers or wavenumbers for use in spectroscopy.
Wavelength dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (WDXRF):
In WDXRF or WDS, the fluorescent
photons are separated by dif fraction on a single crystal before being
detected. A spectrum is reported as
energy (in keV) for a single highly-resolved element signal on the x-axis,
with a range of 0.5 keV, vs. counts/
second on the y-axis. Working resolution (fwhm) is approximately 10 eV.
See also Energy dispersive X-ray
fluorescence (EDXRF).
Wavenumber: The number proportional to the inverse of the wavelength
in a harmonic wave; the number of
waves per unit length (centimeter),
or cm -1. For infrared spec troscopy,
t h e w ave n u m b e r re p re s e n t s t h e
number of waves (cycles) occurring
per centimeter. It is equivalent to 1
x 10 7/wavelength in nanometers; for
example, 250 0 nm is equivalent to
4000 cm -1. For Raman spectroscopy,
t h e w ave n u m b e r re p re s e n t s t h e
number of waves (cycles) occurring
per centimeter for the Raman shif t
corresponding to the molecular vibrational frequenc y for measured
materials. It is also equivalent to
1 x 10 7/wavelength in nanometers.
Note the relationship of wavenumber
photon energy and wavelength from
the following equations:
v =

hc
Ep 1 Ep
=
λ=
Ep
hc λ hc

[8]

Where v is the wavenumber units as
cm -1 (that is, the number of waves
per centimeter); h = Planck 's constant (or 6.6256 × 10 -27 erg-s; and c
is the velocity of light in a vacuum
(or 2.9 979 × 10 10 c m /s); λ (Greek :
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TABLE VI: Window materials for infrared
Window Material

Useful Transmission Range (cm -1)

Chemical Formula

Sodium chloride

(NaCl)

40,000 – 590

Potassium bromide

(KBr)

40,000 – 340

Cesium iodide

(CsI)

40,000 – 200

Calcium fluoride

(CaF)

50,000 – 1140

Barium fluoride

(BaF2)

50,000 – 840

Silver bromide

(AgBr)

20,000 – 300

Zinc sulfide

(ZnS)

17,000 – 833

Zinc selenide

(ZnSe)

20,000 – 460

TABLE VII: Window materials for UV-vis-NIR
Chemical
Formula

Spectral
Range (nm)

Diamond (C)

(C)

220–4,000

Glass (BK 7)

(SiO2)*

315–2350

Glass, "borosilicate crown"

(SiO2)

360-2350

Glass, "optical crown"

(SiO2)

320–2300

Glass, Corning optical glasses as HPFS 7978 and 7979

(SiO2)

150–4350

Glass, Corning optical glasses as HPFS 7980

(SiO2)

200–2600

Glass, Corning optical glasses as HPFS 865X and 797X

(SiO2)

150–2600

Glass, ESCO optical glasses as BK7

(SiO2)

350–2000

Glass, ESCO optical glasses as G1 and A1

(SiO2)

270–2500

Glass, ESCO optical glasses as I2-IR

(SiO2)

250–3600

Glass, ESCO optical glasses as S1-UVA and S1-UVB

(SiO2)

170–2200

Glass, flint glass (SF 10)

(SiO2)

380–2350

Glass, flint glass (SF 8)

(SiO2)

355–2350

Glass, Pyrex

(SiO2)

310–2500

Glass, silica, fused "water free"

(SiO2)

150–3150

Glass, Tempax

(SiO2)

360–2350

Optical Material Transmission Spectral Ranges*

Methacrylate, polymer

(C 5O2H 8) n

250–1100

Quartz, anhydrous

(SiO2)

200–2750

Quartz, crystalline

(SiO2)

240–2600

Quartz, extremely low O-H

(SiO2)

190–2700

Sapphire (aluminum oxide)

(Al2O3)

150–5100

Silica, fused as pure (IR quality)

(SiO2)

200–4000

Silica, synthetic fused

(SiO2)

230–2600

Silica, UV grade fused

(SiO2)

200–2500

Suprasil 300

(SiO2)

190–3600

*The transmission properties of silica (SiO2) glass are related to the melt and cooling process, the amount of impurities present, and the quantities of entrapped water and air. Any entrapped materials, impurities, or uneven cooling reduces the optical transmission range.

lambda) is the wavelength in units of
cm; and E p is the energy of a photon
of light, where E p = hc v .
Window materials for infrared: A
transparent material with plane parallel surfaces used to admit light into
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an optical system and exclude contaminants such as dirt and moisture.
Window materials are used for lenses
and within an instrument to block ambient air and moisture, and for sample
holders. The following materials are
used for infrared windows useful for

sample holders. Table VI shows the
typical transmission range for each
window type.
Window materials for UV-vis-NIR:
A transparent material with plane
parallel surfaces used to admit light
into an optical system and exclude
contaminants such as dirt and moisture. Window materials are used for
le n s e s a nd w i t hin a n in s t r um e nt
to block ambient air and moisture,
and for sample holders. Table VII
s how s mater ial s u s e d for U V-v is NIR windows useful for sample
holders. The following shows the
typical transmission range for each
window type.
Wood’s anomalies: A proper t y of
dif f rac tion grating s. A variet y of
surface plasmon polariton (phonon
or light interac tion ef fec ts) where
a dif f r ac tion g r ating will c hang e
it s ef fic ienc y relative to s pec ific
a ng le s of in c id e n c e a n d t h e f re quenc y (wavelength) of light interac ting with the grating. A dif fraction grating will dramatically change
( g ener ally d ec rease) t he amount
of energy (photon flux) dispersed
from its surface, based upon the interac tion of p-polarized light from
the spec trometer source with the
physical groove period of the grating surface. (The groove or grating
period of a grating is equivalent to
1/groove densit y.) The decrease in
energy dispersed from the grating
is present only for p-polarized light
at specific angles of incidence; noting that for p - polarized light the
magnetic field of the energy is parallel to the grooves on the grating
sur face. Ef ficienc y cur ves may be
plotted for any wavelength of light
incident to a diffraction grating such
that the angle of incidence (x-axis)
is plot ted agains t the dif f r ac ted
light flux (as percent ef ficiency) to
yield a graphic showing the Wood’s
anomaly region(s).
X
x-a xis: The Car tesian coordinate sys tem horizontal reference
www.spectroscopyonline.com

axis. In spec troscopic instruments
it refers to the wavelength or
wavenumber axis.
X- r a y d e t e c t o r s : D e t e c to r s f o r
X- r ay e n e rg y a re c a te g o r ize d a s
propor tional counter tube (PC T ),
silicon PIN diode, and silicon drif t
detector (SDD).
X-ray fluorescence (XRF): A sample material is exposed to high energ y X-ray s c ausing ionization of
the atoms comprising the sample.
T he atoms in the sam ple re - emit
energy at a lower frequenc y than
the excitation energy of the X-rays
(they f luoresce). The energy emitted yields a charac teristic or spe c i f i c p rof i l e (s p e c t r u m) d e p e n d ing on t he X- r ay e ne rg y and t he
specific atoms (element s) present
within the sample. The XRF spectrum is used to measure the atomic
(or elemental) composition of materials and chemicals, with main applications for identification of valuable
metals, ceramics, archaeology and
fine ar t objec t s, forensic science,
geology and gemology.
X-ray tube: A vacuum tube containing both a cathode (negative charge)
and an anode (positive charge) electrodes. The line electrical current is
moved through a transformer circuit
(coiled wire) that conver ts the line
electricity into a high voltage stream
of electrons. The high voltage electrons stream from the cathode and
collide with the anode target (made
of silver, tungsten, molybdenum or
copper) resulting in the emission of
an X-ray beam at right angles to the
path of the stream of electrons.
x-shift: When spectra are measured
from two or more instruments there
may be dif ference s bet ween the
x-a xis of the spec tra when tr ying
to compare them. In this case the
wavelength or wavenumber scale is
shifted or different between instruments. An x-axis correction shift will
move one spectrum to line up with
another spec trum along the x-axis
www.spectroscopyonline.com

for improvement s in accurac y for
quantitative or qualitative analysis.
x-unit conversion: Conversion of
one x-axis spectral data type to another, for example, wavenumbers
(cm -1 ); wavelength (nm) or 10 -9 m;
wavelength (µm) or 10 - 6 m, energy
(eV), or frequency (Hz) as s -1.
Y
y- a x is: The Car tesian coordinate
sys tem ver tic al reference a xis. In
spec troscopic measurement s it
refers to the intensit y, reflec tance,
t r an smit t ance, sc at ter ing, am plitude, or absorbance axis.
y-unit conversion: Conversion of
one y -a x is s pec t r al dat a t y pe to
another—for example, absorbance,
transmit tance, Kubelka-Munk, log
1/T, log1/R, reflectance, attenuated
total reflectance (ATR) correction, or
some other amplitude function.
Z
Zero filling: Is a process of adding
a number of data points consisting
of amplitude values located between
corresponding inter ferogram data
points to increase the number of data
points. This action is completed before applying the fast Fourier transform (FFT ) to the inter ferogram to
produce a spec trum. Zero -filling
add s inter polated point s that lie
b e t w e e n t h e real i n te r fe ro g r a m
data points. The resultant data are
smoother in appearance and more
suitable for application of the FFT
algorithm (proper number of data
points). The appearance and photometric accuracy of the spectrum is
improved, but there is no improvement in the line width resolution of
the spectrum.
Zero-order data: Consists of amplitude at a single frequency.
Zero order pulse (ZOP): The mirror reflection from a grating system
indicating precise positioning of the
grating for calibration of a monochromator encoder alignment.

Zero pat h dif ference ( ZPD): An
inter ferog r am ha s a center bur s t,
also referred to as the zero pathdifference location. When the path
of the fixed and moving mirror are
identical within the inter ferometer,
the inter ferogram is at ma ximum
inter ference; there is zero path difference between the light traveling
throug h the t wo c hannels of the
Michelson interferometer.
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